
Who Am I?
Name of Client: __________________________  Age: ___________  Date: _________________

The "Who Am I" worksheet reflects on and explores your identity, values, and goals. It provides a 
structured framework to gain insight into your personal beliefs, strengths, and areas for growth, 
offering clarity and a deeper understanding of yourself.

Self-Reflection Questions Responses

1. I feel most alive when...

2. My greatest strengths 
are...

3. When faced with 
challenges, I tend to...

4. The values that guide my 
life are...

5. I am most proud of...

6. In my relationships, I am...

7. When it comes to my 
career, I am...

8. I feel fulfilled when...

9. The things that energize 
me are...

10. My most significant 
accomplishments so far are...

11. I am passionate about...

12. The people who inspire 
me are...

13. My ideal day would 
consist of...

14. I am at my best when...



Reflections and Insights

Counselor's Signature: ____________________________

Counselor's Name: ____________________________

Date: ____________________________

15. I often receive 
compliments about...

16. My favorite hobbies and 
activities are...

17. I believe in myself 
when...

18. I struggle with...

19. The goals I am currently 
working towards are...

20. I am motivated by...


	Name of Client: Pearl Roe
	Age: 20
	Date: Decembber 4, 2023
	Responses1 I feel most alive when: I'm surrounded by my closest friends, experiencing new things, and pushing my boundaries.
	Responses2 My greatest strengths are: creativity, empathy, and my ability to adapt to change.
	Responses3 When faced with challenges I tend to: initially feel overwhelmed, but then I try to break the problem down into smaller steps and find solutions.
	Responses4 The values that guide my life are: authenticity, kindness, and personal growth.
	Responses5 I am most proud of: completing a challenging project in college that showcased my leadership skills.
	Responses6 In my relationships I am: supportive and value open communication.
	Responses7 When it comes to my career I am: still exploring my options and figuring out what truly excites me.
	Responses8 I feel fulfilled when: I see the positive impact of my actions on others.
	Responses9 The things that energize me are: nature walks, engaging in creative projects, and connecting with like-minded individuals.
	Responses10 My most significant accomplishments so far are: graduating high school with honors and stepping out of my comfort zone during a solo travel experience.
	Responses11 I am pass i onate about: environmental sustainability and finding ways to make a difference.
	Responses12 The people who inspire me are: individuals who use their talents to create positive change in the world.
	Responses13 My ideal day would consist of: spending quality time with loved ones, working on a creative project, and enjoying moments of solitude.
	Responses14 I am at my best when: I'm focused, organized, and have a clear plan of action.
	15 I often receive compliments about: my ability to listen and offer genuine advice to friends.
	16 My favorite hobbies and activities are: painting, reading fiction novels, and volunteering for community projects.
	17 I believe in myself when: I remind myself of past achievements and the support system around me.
	18 I struggle with: self-doubt and fear of making the wrong decisions.
	19 The goals I am currently working towards are: exploring potential career paths and finding ways to contribute to environmental causes.
	20 I am motivated by: the desire to make a positive impact and create a meaningful life for myself.
	Counselors Name: Kari James 
	Date_2: December 4, 2023
	Text178: I want to engage in local green projects, join community efforts, and live more sustainably. I love brainstorming, meeting people in intriguing sectors, and trying new ways that match my talents and interests to explore professional opportunities with my creativity. Reflecting on experiences, seeking mentors, and learning from failures helps overcome self-doubt. For personal improvement, I create goals, stay interested, and use difficulties to improve. I plan to pursue hobbies, spend time with friends and family, and actively seek fun and creativity to improve my routine.


